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It is truly an honor to be able to capture a person’s story.

In this second volume, we continue to share some of the life-changing

experiences that embody RWJBarnabas Health. The philanthropic spirit of

our patients is      strong and many feel compelled to give back by sharing

their stories and helping to raise funds to support the hospital that means

the most to them. These pages are a compilation of real life patient stories

the Foundations have captured since early 2016. 

We hope you are as inspired by them as we are.

Foreword



Last summer,
we received

the calL 
no parent ever wants to get.

“
”
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M O N M O U T H  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R



To say we are grateful for the prompt care our young son received in the Emergency
Department at Monmouth Medical Center is an understatement.

Last summer, we received the call no parent ever wants to get. 

Raymond, then 4, had an accident at school. He dislocated his elbow playing with a classmate and we

needed to get him to the hospital. 

The highly skilled team in the Emergency Department was there for us from the moment we walked

through the door. They promptly and cautiously assessed Raymond’s injury. Although it was not

serious, as concerned parents, we were so impressed by the attention we were given. From the

receptionists, to the x-ray technicians and doctors, everyone was knowledgeable and compassionate.

It was the day of Raymond’s preschool graduation and the staff worked so quickly and efficiently that

we still made it on time! 

As a family, it was important that we did not miss this milestone and thanks to the fast
action of the outstanding staff at Monmouth Medical Center, we were still able to
enjoy our son’s big day.

Monmouth Medical Center is our hospital! Fortunately, we have not had to use the hospital for

anything serious, but, we are glad Monmouth Medical Center is here, close to home when our family

needs it.
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You really never know when you may need to use your local hospital. 

I cannot say enough about the outstanding care that my beloved wife Phyllis received

in the Emergency Department at Monmouth Medical Center, Southern Campus 

recently. I am so glad this accomplished staff was nearby in Lakewood when my wife

needed them most. 

Phyllis and I recently celebrated 65 years of marriage and she means the world to me.

To witness the way the staff at Monmouth South treated my wife with such tender

loving care truly touched me. It was as if they were caring for their own mother!

I called 911 when Phyllis’s heart rate became quite low and she began
sweating.  She suffers from atrial fibrillation, which is a heart condition that causes a

problem with the rate and rhythm of the heartbeat. From the moment we arrived in

an ambulance, the care was exemplary.

In addition to providing medical expertise, each and every person took the time to be

friendly and informative. I was so impressed with the staff at Monmouth South. When

you are in the hospital, it makes such a difference to have someone with a friendly

smile caring for you.

The attention they paid to my wife’s emotional state surely made Phyllis’s
physical healing much faster.
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I am so glad this 
accomplished staff was
nearby in Lakewood 

when my
wife needed
them most.

“
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M O N M O U T H  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R ,
S O U T H E R N  C A M P U S



Community 
Medical Center 

saved my 
husband’s 
life twice.

“
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C O M M U N I T Y  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R



Community Medical Center saved my husband’s life twice. 

Convenient, close and always providing us wonderful care, the hospital truly gained our trust five

years ago when my husband Tom suffered a fractured cardiovascular stent. It was discovered and

repaired in the Cath Lab right here at Community Medical Center. This was the first time the team

saved my husband’s life.

The second time was two years ago on Father’s Day. 

We were out with our grandson in Ocean Gate when Tom felt heaviness in his chest. I drove him

directly to the emergency room at Community. The team got to work immediately, addressing his

condition and getting him out of distress. By the time I parked the car, he was already on his way to

the Cath Lab.

The Emergency Department at Community Medical Center is one of the busiest in New Jersey –

caring for children, adults and seniors. However, we have never felt like just a number there. 

Not only is my husband a grateful patient, I have worked at Community Medical Center for 24 years.

Even though I see them every day, I did not fully comprehend what an incredible team I have the

honor of working with until I watched them in action treating my husband.

I could not be more grateful.
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I cannot say enough about the outstanding care that my beloved wife Jo Ann
received during her battle with cancer. 

I am so glad this accomplished, compassionate team of medical professionals was there when
my wife needed them most. Jo Ann and I were married 25 years before she passed away last
spring and she means the world to me. To witness the RWJ Hamilton staff treat my wife with
such tender loving care truly touched me. It was as if they were caring for their own mother!

From the receptionists, to the top surgeons and oncologists, I was never less than impressed
with the superior quality of care. I always felt confident that my wife was in the most capable
hands. And, they were there for her on a personal level. On her worst days, they made Jo Ann
feel special. The bond we created with these dedicated individuals is difficult to explain, it was
such a moving experience. I could never repay them for the daily doses of encouragement and
the warm smiles. Everyone knows someone with cancer. Being able to get the best care close
to home for those friends and loved ones is invaluable. 

Looking back, I realize Jo Ann and I were blessed to meet some of the best people
during her cancer journey - the staff at RWJ Hamilton, along with Sezer Ates,
owner of Caesar’s Bagels in Hamilton, top that list.

In May 2016, Caesar’s Bagels celebrated its first anniversary with the first annual Day of Caring
event. All proceeds from the day, including staff salaries, were donated to Rutgers Cancer
Institute of New Jersey Hamilton in my wife’s name.

Sezer truly understands the importance of helping others and also how
important a vital resource like RWJ Hamilton is to the surrounding communities.



At the toughest times, 
the best people tend to cross our paths

and touch 
our lives forever. 

“
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R O B E R T  W O O D  J O H N S O N  U N I V E R S I T Y  H O S P I TA L
H A M I LT O N



I had no
symptoms, 
how could I have
cancer again?

“
”
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S A I N T  B A R N A B A S  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R



I did not know that I had lung cancer.

As a two time breast cancer survivor, I was surprised when I received the diagnosis. I had no

symptoms, how could I have cancer again?

Thankfully, participation in an early lung cancer detection program sponsored by The Lung 

Cancer Institute at Saint Barnabas two years ago uncovered my cancer at a very early stage, 

before any signs or symptoms. 

Second only to my husband, Don, who insisted we participate in the study, I credit
Saint Barnabas Medical Center and the care I received with saving my life.

Don found out about the study and as former smokers, we decided to participate. It is truly one of

the best decisions we have ever made. Lung cancer is typically not detected until Stage 3 or 4, but

mine was discovered at Stage 1. Saint Barnabas caught something that could have been catastrophic.

From the moment I was given my lung cancer diagnosis, the team at Saint Barnabas worked 

together seamlessly to schedule my appointments and get my testing and treatment moving

quickly. They have always given me the detailed instructions and information I need to make 

informed decisions and stay healthy. As a result, I encourage everyone I know to participate in

the study and go to Saint Barnabas for medical care.

Today I am cancer free!  From early intervention through treatment, I truly believe
that my outstanding physicians and surgeons, along with the phenomenal team at
Saint Barnabas, worked together to get me here. 
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Thanks to Clara Maass Medical Center, my husband and I shared more 
precious moments.

In the three years after my husband’s heart attack, we tackled his bucket list, travelling to many

places he had always dreamed of visiting, including  Minnesota to see his aunt, the University

of Notre Dame in Indiana and to the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Ohio. We had some very

memorable moments in those last years and I have the team at Clara Maass to thank for that.

A sudden heart attack in 2013 revealed the earth-shattering news that one of my
husband’s arteries was completely blocked and two others were almost
completely blocked. 

We were told surgery was not an option. In the face of this devastating information, the cardiac

rehabilitation team at Clara Maass gave us a glimmer of hope. Known to so many in our

community as Deacon Lou, my husband immediately began cardiac rehab three days a week at

Clara Maass, on a mission to become as healthy as he could be. The compassionate, experienced

staff quickly became beloved members of our family.

Their friendship and kindness, coupled with their knowledge and expertise
made all the difference.

All three of our children, Lynn, Brian and Peter, were born at Clara. Over the years I have

personally had wonderful care at the hospital, including two knee replacement surgeries. 

Ultimately, I truly believe that my husband’s cardiac rehabilitation at Clara gave
us more time together. 
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We had some very memorable 
moments in those last years

and I have the team
at clara to thank
for that. 

“
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C L A R A  M A A S S  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R



At two
years old, 
I was diagnosed with a
congenital heart block.

“
”
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N E W A R K  B E T H  I S R A E L  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R



At two years old, I was diagnosed at The Beth with a congenital heart block.

Upon arrival, I was immediately treated by Victor Parsonnet, MD, medical director of the

Pacemaker and Defibrillator Evaluation Center, who ordered a blood transfusion, breathing

tube and heart valve repair. A few days after, my first pacemaker was implanted.

Forty-Five years later, I have undergone 104 heart-related surgeries and received
18 pacemakers.  All but two pacemakers were implanted by Dr. Parsonnet- I owe
him my life.

I don’t know any other life than being constantly in and out of the hospital, but I’ve been

lucky enough to build relationships with the whole team at Newark Beth Israel – doctors,

nurses, surgical team – and they are all extraordinary.

I am 100 percent pacemaker reliant and will have to undergo heart-related surgeries my whole

life, but I know I have my “family” at Newark Beth Israel to take care of me. When I walk into

Newark Beth Israel, I feel at home. The hospital and entire staff mean the world to me.

While my cardiac history is long and complex, I am just glad that I am alive to
tell it and inspire others who may be facing a similar challenge.
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Miracles do happen and my daughter Carolyn Rose is living proof.

When I was 36 weeks pregnant, a routine ultrasound uncovered the beginning of a nightmare. It
revealed a dilated vessel in my unborn child’s brain. Further tests confirmed our worst fear. 

Baby Carolyn had a rare type of Arteriovenous Malformation (AVM) - a tangle of blood
vessels that causes rapid blood flow. This causes a baby’s tiny heart to work too hard,
leading to heart failure.

We were told less than one percent of infants diagnosed with this condition survive. I was devastated
but thankfully, the staff at The Bristol-Myers Squibb Children’s Hospital (BMSCH) at Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital (RWJ) offered us a glimmer of hope that ultimately gave us our beautiful
second child. My miracle baby recently celebrated her first birthday!

Carolyn needed complex, delicate neurointerventional surgery in order to live. A highly skilled team that
included neurosurgeons, neurointerventional radiologists, neonatologists, high-risk maternal-fetal specialists,
pediatric cardiologists and neonatal nurses, all came together to develop a plan to save my child’s life
before she was even born. Three days after I gave birth, this incredible medical team inserted a catheter
into my infant’s bellybutton and threaded it up to her brain. Doctors then used a tube thinner than the
width of a spaghetti strand to inject a glue-like substance into the tangled vessels. This ultimately allowed
Carolyn’s blood to flow normally to her brain and it helped her tiny heart pump blood at a normal pace. 

  I feel so lucky that we ended up here. The doctors and nurses worked around the clock. They went
above and beyond to save our daughter, comforting her through a very rare and delicate procedure. 

They are amazing people who will always hold a special place in our hearts.
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A routine ultrasound uncovered the
beginning of a nightmare.“ 17”

T H E  B R I S T O L - M Y E R S  S Q U I B B  C H I L D R E N ’ S  H O S P I TA L
AT  R O B E R T  W O O D  J O H N S O N  
U N I V E R S I T Y  H O S P I TA L



It is impossible to describe
how devastating it is to
hear the words, “you
have cancer.”

“
”
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R O B E R T  W O O D  J O H N S O N  U N I V E R S I T Y  H O S P I TA L   
N E W  B R U N S W I C K



To say I am grateful for the care I received at the Laurie Proton Therapy Center at
Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital (RWJUH) is an understatement. 
After my breast cancer diagnosis, I looked for a treatment option that would allow me to continue to

live the active life I love and this is where I found it.

I love to ski, cycle and hike — in addition to workouts at the gym and brisk walks on the Delaware

and Raritan Canal.  I am used to the normal aches and pains that come from strenuous activity. So

when I felt a pain in my left armpit after a ski trip, I wasn’t too alarmed. But after the pain lingered

and I felt a lump, I knew something was not right. 

A biopsy confirmed my worst fear. It was breast cancer, stage 2.  

I immediately went through a chemotherapy regimen. Remaining active was always a priority for

me so after chemo, I met with Dr. Sharad Goyal at RWJUH New Brunswick to discuss my radiation

options.  He told me about proton therapy.

Traditional radiation can stress the heart and lungs making some of the physical activities I enjoy

so much very difficult. Proton beam therapy works differently. It pinpoints radiation to the precise

spot of the cancer, reducing exposure to the heart, lungs and surrounding tissue. 

I am so grateful I was able to access this innovative treatment so close to home at
RWJUH in New Brunswick. After a total of 33 proton therapy sessions, each 25 minutes long, 

I am focused on getting back to my active lifestyle. My highly skilled, compassionate team at

RWJUH helped me fight my breast cancer with confidence. 

I was never less than impressed with the superior quality of care.
19



I was lucky to get not only a second, but also a third chance thanks to the fast-acting
team at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital Somerset. 

I suffered two sudden cardiac arrests within five weeks last fall. 
The first incident occurred while I was out to dinner with my wife and son. Thankfully, a longtime

nurse from Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital (RWJUH) Somerset happened to be in the

restaurant too. Even though she was off duty, she wasted no time starting CPR. To say I feel lucky

is an understatement.According to the American Heart Association, the rate of survival when 

cardiac arrest occurs outside a hospital is just over 10%. I know that without my nurse’s
prompt action, I would not be here today. 

I was stabilized immediately upon arrival at the RWJUH Somerset Emergency Department and a

cardiac catheterization was performed. From the moment I arrived, the staff quickly and efficiently

started my care and determined the best course of action. After a week of excellent care from the

knowledgeable, compassionate staff at RWJUH Somerset, I went home wearing a Zoll Life Vest, an

automatic external defibrillator.

A few weeks later, my heart stopped again while I was sleeping and the vest administered six

shocks to restart my heart. I found myself back at RWJUH Somerset for a few days before being

transferred to Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital in New Brunswick where a defibrillator

was implanted in my chest. 

Nearly a year later, I am feeling good! I cannot give enough praise to those involved
with my care. They saved my life, not once, but twice. I am so grateful.
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When cardiac arrest strikes, most
people do not get a

second chance.
“
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R O B E R T  W O O D  J O H N S O N  U N I V E R S I T Y  H O S P I TA L   
S O M E R S E T
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They performed a miracle for me 

and I am so grateful.  “ ”

J E R S E Y  C I T Y  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R



The surgery I had at Jersey City Medical Center changed my life.

For as long as I can remember my dream was to be a Marine. I enlisted right after high school.

Unfortunately, in 1979 I suffered a service-related injury to my arm that has plagued me through my

professional career as a construction worker and in my personal life.  

After years of limited mobility, I decided to correct the injury, the pain and the osteoarthritis that

developed over the years. I was extremely disappointed with the results of a surgery performed by

a Long Island doctor. I was devastated after that procedure which left me with basically no

movement in my wrist. I immediately began searching for the best hand specialists in my area. 

My research quickly pointed to Dr. John Capo, a specialist in total wrist replacement
surgery and Chief of Hand Surgery at Jersey City Medical Center.

During a seven hour surgery, Dr. Capo replaced parts of my wrist bone with metal and plastic

components. He also reversed the fusion surgery and gave me the mobility I wanted without pain. 

I have had many surgeries over the years and this was by far my best experience. I was just as

impressed with the team at Jersey City Medical Center as I am with my surgeon. The orthopedic

floor at the hospital is beautiful. The private rooms are complemented by a responsive,

compassionate staff that was there for me through my entire three day stay. No one was less than

outstanding!

This experience has truly given me my life back. I can do the things I enjoy like
fishing and playing ball with my sons without pain. I have Dr. Capo and Jersey City
Medical Center to thank for that. 
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Jenn began restricting food to cope with the stress of starting college. Feeling down
about the distance from family and friends, she was eating just 500 calories per day. 
Jenn was exhibiting classic signs of anorexia nervosa, an eating disorder characterized by continual

diet, frequent weighing and weight loss of more than 15% of your body weight.

On her own, she was gradually able to break the cycle, but fell back into old habits when she

finished graduate school and faced the daunting task of finding a full-time job. About a year later,

through the RWJBarnabas Health Behavioral Health Network, Jenn began seeing a therapist and a

dietitian and attended a support group for individuals with eating disorders. 

Not long after, her weight had dropped to a dangerously low point, causing her to
pass out several times. An EKG showed an abnormality with her heart, prompting her therapist

to recommend hospital care. 

She was admitted to Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital Somerset’s Eating
Disorders Program, part of the RWJBarnabas Health Behavioral Health Network.
RWJ Somerset is one of only two facilities in New Jersey offering inpatient care for
the treatment of eating disorders.

Jenn completed nine days of inpatient care for anorexia before transitioning to partial

hospitalization, where she spent a full day in treatment at the hospital, but went home each

evening. A few weeks later, she was back in the Eating Disorders Program – this time accepting

that she needed the full-time support of inpatient care.

Jenn credits the program and the staff with giving her the tools and support to
practice healthier ways to cope with stress and healthy meal planning. 24



I was gradually able to break the cycle
but fell back

into old habits.
“

”
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R W J B A R N A B A S  H E A LT H  
B E H AV I O R A L  H E A LT H  N E T W O R K



The 
diagnosis
of spastic
diplegia
cerebral
palsy came within

the first year of life. 

“

”
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C H I L D R E N ’ S  S P E C I A L I Z E D  H O S P I TA L



Taryn has been through a lot in her six years.

However, this young fighter does not let the challenges that come with cerebral palsy interfere with

being an everyday kid! After specialized surgery to help her motor function, Taryn attends kindergarten

and has no trouble keeping up with her four siblings!

Kathleen Garriques, was pregnant with twins and gave birth to Taryn at just 30 weeks –
10 weeks premature. Sadly, her twin sister Destiny did not survive.  

Taryn was diagnosed with periventricular leukomalacia, or white matter in the brain. Then, the diagnosis

of spastic diplegia cerebral palsy came before her first birthday. Cerebral Palsy is a neurological disorder,

affecting muscle movement.  

The family consulted with Dr. Richard Anderson, neurosurgeon, on a recommended surgical procedure

to improve Taryn’s ability to move. Her family was impressed with the warm and welcoming environ-

ment at the New Brunswick facility of PSE&G Children’s Specialized Hospital. Taryn was transferred

there after surgery for intense rehabilitation.

From an inpatient stay to outpatient therapy for continued progress, Taryn’s rehab is tough but it is

working! At first she had difficulty standing and walking. But, as Taryn developed more strength, she

was able to use a walker and now has moved on to crutches. 

Her mother stressed that her daughter does not feel restricted by cerebral palsy thanks
to the rehabilitation she receives at PSE&G Children’s Specialized Hospital. 
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Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital Rahway gave me better health and peace of
mind. For that, I am so thankful.

As a weightlifter, gym owner, and professional trainer, I consider myself a healthy and active

person. So, when my blood sugar levels indicated I had prediabetes and was on my way to

Type 2 diabetes, I was shocked. 

After my diagnosis, I immediately became depressed. My father had diabetes and I saw what

he went through. He had many health problems before passing away at the early age of 59.

This was one instance where I did not want to follow in my father’s footsteps. 

So, I immediately looked to the Diabetes Self-Management Program at Robert Wood Johnson

University Hospital (RWJUH) Rahway for help. Initially, I was terrified by my diagnosis, but

learning how to handle my disease from this knowledgeable, compassionate staff took that

fear away. I worked with a certified diabetes educator to assess my lifestyle and eating

habits and we created a personalized diet program just for me. Together, we also came up

with the best exercise regime to control my sugar levels and help me manage my weight. 

I knew I was in good hands every step of the way. Thanks to the team at RWJUH Rahway, 

I have learned that even minor healthy changes can make a big difference.

Since my prediabetes diagnosis, I have lost nearly 20 pounds and I am feeling great! 
I could not have done it without the team at RWJUH Rahway. 



After my
diagnosis, 

I immediately 
became depressed. 

“
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R O B E RT  W O O D  J O H N S O N  U N I V E R S I T Y  H O S P I TA L   
R A H W AY



Share your story with us.
rwjbh   .org


